The lunar eclipse is over and so is the two-day recording session here at Heart Center Studios. Almost everyone slept in Sunday morning. Not me, of course, because I tend to wake up early no matter how late I go to bed the night before.

It was a very slow and extended breakfast as the day gradually got moving. Michal Anne made personal omelets for many and we sat around the kitchen table for hours. And later there were various video interviews and I did a short photo shoot of the two violinists, a sample shown here. In this photo, Kailin Yong is on the left, Bob Bernard on the right.

May, Seth, and Kailin eventually headed off to Grand Rapids where they had a gig at some club last night. Kailin will be flying out of Gerald Ford airport this morning (Monday) and back to Boulder, Colorado. The mandala for this gathering is breaking up and the work-week is once again upon us. I believe everyone is ready for a “regular day.”
— with Ryan Williams and Bob Bernard.